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Key Headlines
To all Customers returning from the Covid19 lockdown - please be aware that due to the impact of this on our
business we have had to lower our stocks accordingly. We now require your help and support. You can assist us by
providing us with as much notice as possible on return dates and any information on your revised menus and
estimated volumes. We will then use this information to ensure that we are in the best position to satisfy your
requirements. We look forward to welcoming you back.

Beef Overview
In 2020, UK beef production is still expected to fall slightly, due to tighter cattle supplies. Imports are not expected
to recover as strongly as first forecast, and could remain at similar levels to last year. But they could be competitively
priced. This means that the level of exports needed to balance the market will be higher than previously forecast,
however it will ultimately depend on domestic demand.

Prime Cattle Price Holds, Cow Price Rises
In the week ending 11 July, the GB all-prime average cattle price was 361.0p/kg. The measure is now 34.7p more
than the same week last year, and 11.7p more than the five-year average.
Steer and young bull prices overall were flat on the week, faring better than heifers (-0.5p overall). Total prime
slaughter at British abattoirs rose 200 head to an estimated 33,400 head for the week. Steer and young bull
numbers eased, offset by more heifers forward.
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Overall, cow prices rose by 0.8p on the week to average 259.9p/kg. The price continues to trend above 2018 and
is currently the highest it has been in at least the last six years. Cows of -O4L spec weren’t quite as strong, falling
by 0.2p on the week to average 271.9p/kg. Estimated throughput of cows at British abattoirs fell by 500 head on
the week to total 10,400 head.

Beef Consumption Trend during Covid-19
Prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, total retail volumes of beef were tracking behind the previous year, down -1.1%,
However, beef has proven to be an important staple for consumers during the COVID-19 outbreak, with the greatest
volume percentage increase out of all the proteins, at +22%. The main driver of this was the rise in mince-based
meals during lockdown, due to its versatility. The sunniest spring on record also helped kick off barbecue season
early, boosting sales of beef burgers.
The challenge for beef comes from its heavy presence in the eating out market, with burgers and steaks popular
choices when dining out, Carcass Balance is becoming an issue causing sharp price rises in prime steak cuts and
mince trims. A lack of fresh imported beef will also put added pressure on the Price.
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Lamb Overview
There is much uncertainty in the lamb market at the moment, including Brexit and COVID-19. Overall, production
is forecast to decline this year. Initially it looked like the market could be tight, supporting prices this year, but this
has now changed. With the global economy shaken, demand both domestically and in Europe is under pressure.

Lamb UK Production
During 2020, UK sheep meat production is forecast to drop to 287,000 tonnes. This is a significant drop on the year,
although 2019 production was the highest in recent years. So far in 2020 production has already dropped, with
production down by more than 11,000 tonnes since the end of March.
During the second half of the year, the lamb kill is forecast to record marginal growth, whereas the adult kill is
expected to remain low. The lower adult kill more than offsets the marginal increase in the lamb kill, with sheep
meat production forecast to fall 2% in H2 2020.

Lamb Imports/Exports
UK imports are again forecast to decline this year, driven by a lack of product availability in New Zealand and
continued higher demand from China. New Zealand and Australia have both now had rain after a prolonged period
of drought, which means farmers there are looking to re-stock. In the short term, this will negatively affect
production in these countries.
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Lamb Consumption Trend during Covid-19
There have been long-term challenges for the lamb category, with retail volumes down -3.7% prior to COVID-19.
Shoppers turned away from almost every type of lamb cut, with only mince in growth, driven by the need for
versatility and convenience. There was also a decline for lamb in the eating-out market of -4% as it struggled to
maintain relevance in popular dishes such as curries and roast dinners. However, despite its losses, the eating out
market was not insignificant for lamb, accounting for approximately 14% of total lamb volumes in 2019.
Lamb has been significantly impacted by lockdown. Retail volumes declined -7.5%, well behind total food and drink
growth of +14.7%.

Poultry Overview
There has been very little change on Poultry; the Imported Chicken Market has weakened slightly but due to the
strong retail sales the UK market has stayed strong; we have also seen a large rise in exporting to China from the
EU. The UK market is still behind in production due to breeders reluctant to hatch with the uncertainty surrounding
sales and the corona virus and it will take another 4 to 6 weeks before production will be back at the suitable
capacity. With businesses coming back on a daily basis the demand will soon outstrip capacity and will put pressure
on the current price.
Turkey – current prices have been the at rock bottom due to a lack of demand, however we have started to see
prices rise on a daily basis since businesses began to return from Covid19 – the concern in the trade is the reluctance
of the farmers to show a commitment to put down stock for Christmas due to the uncertainty surrounding
Christmas Trade. This will have a real negative effect and could will drive the prices to record levels and create a
huge shortfall.

Pork Overview
EU pig meat exports are expected to continue showing strong growth this year, supported by robust demand from
China. Coronavirus has only slowed down the Chinese attempts at herd-rebuilding after ASF decimated the nation’s
herd and so production is expected to fall by up to 20% this year. As such, the protein deficit from the nation is
larger than originally anticipated which should support import demand from the nation.
EU pig meat exports have already benefitted from this strong Chinese demand, recording a 150% increase in the
first four months of the year. However, compared with the end of last year, China has also been increasing supplies
from the US, Brazil and Canada, increasing their market share at the detriment of the EU. Looking ahead, this will
be a key watch point, particularly as the US moves to capture more of the Chinese market.
Recently, global meat exports to China have also faced disruption due to coronavirus outbreaks amongst staff in
processing plants. Some plants have suspended shipments to China because of this, with the Netherlands
particularly affected. It remains unclear how and when this situation will be resolved. If prolonged, it could
ultimately challenge the EU commission’s positive export outlook.
This challenge is also currently combined with unresolved disruption to slaughter in Germany. Together, this means
pig prices are not particularly favourable at the moment. The expectation of strong prices could be challenged if
these, or similar difficulties, are ongoing in the coming months.
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UK Pork Monthly UK imports and exports of pig meat products. About 60% of UK pig meat consumption is imported,
and about 30% of our production is exported. So developments in trade can be a key price influencer.
UK pig meat production reached 74,100 tonnes in June, 5% (3,400 tonnes) more than in the previous year. This is
through a combination of higher throughputs, influenced by the extra weekdays, and heavier average carcase
weights.
Production in the first half of the year totalled 475,000 tonnes, 3% (11,700 tonnes) more than the same period last
year. This probably supported throughputs when compared to 2019, even though reports indicate there has been
some disruption to normal kill days in light of the coronavirus. Industry reports and our weekly estimated GB
slaughtering suggested tighter supplies on a week-by-week basis, causing the price to firm. Export is still the
preferred market for UK producers
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Covid-19 Update
Meat Plant Closures due to Covid19
Meat Plant closures may causes a price hike on various proteins due to lack of kills. At present one of the biggest
UK poultry plants, an Irish Poultry Plant and two of the biggest pig processing plants in Europe are closed due to
Covid19 outbreaks. Long term effects are yet to be determined, but prices going forward will be based on demand
and availability long term this will affect stability and price.
UK prepares to mask up as new face covering rules come into force
From 24th July 2020 shoppers will need to cover their faces in shops, banks and takeaways or face a £100 fine.
Despite repeated confusion over the application of the rules, and multiple contradictions by cabinet ministers, the
policy information states that people will need to wear face coverings in shops and supermarkets and other indoor
space, the only exception being if you are eating inside.
Those caught not abiding by the rules will risk a £100 fine, although this can be reduced to £50 if it is paid within
two weeks.
Rules on compulsory mask-wearing are already in place in Scotland, however, there is not a blanket policy that
covers the entire UK.
Enforcement of the rules in England will be the responsibility of the police, not retailers, with some outlets such as
J Sainsbury PLC (LON:SBRY) already saying they will not challenge shoppers not wearing masks as they may have a
reason not to wear a face covering.
The British Retail Consortium has also weighed in, saying shops should encourage customers to wear masks but
ultimate enforcement lies with the police.
The new rules also extend existing regulations on wearing masks on public transport, which has been in place since
June 15.
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Brexit
Britain and the European Union clashed on 23 July over a potential free trade agreement, with the EU saying a
formal deal was “unlikely”.
Since Britain left the bloc in January 2020, talks on the trade
agreement and other future ties have all but stalled, with each
side accusing the other of failing to compromise before a
transition period runs out at the end of this year.
Those accusations grew louder after the latest round, with the
EU's negotiator Michel Barnier saying London had shown no
willingness to break the deadlock and his British counterpart
David Frost describing the bloc's proposals as failing to meet the
government's demand to be treated as an independent country.
Without a deal to govern future trade flows, some companies
fear costly disruption and confusion at the border from next
year, which would hit at a time when many are already struggling
with the impact of the coronavirus crisis.
"By its current refusal to commit to conditions of open and fair competition and to a balanced agreement on fisheries,
the UK makes a trade agreement - at this point - unlikely," Barnier told a news conference after the face to face talks
in London.
But both sides agreed on one thing: there had been no movement on the main stumbling blocks to a deal on fair
competition guarantees - the so-called level playing field - or on fisheries.
"The time for answers is quickly running out," he said. "If we do not reach an agreement on our future partnership,
there will be more friction."
Frost was equally blunt, saying "considerable gaps" remained but he added: "Despite all the difficulties, on the basis
of the work we have done in July, my assessment is that agreement can still be reached in September, and that we
should continue to negotiate with this aim in mind."
Senior EU officials say they only expect possible breakthroughs by the end of August or in September, but some have
also expressed concerns that British Prime Minister Boris Johnson might go for a no-deal split.
Both negotiators seemed to agree a deal could be reached but only if the other side budged. One senior UK official
described the negotiations as being equally close to a breakthrough or a breakdown.

